Hope Carries On

ANNUAL IMPACT REPORT 2022-2023

OUR MISSION

Community of Hope’s mission is to improve health and end family homelessness to make Washington, DC more equitable.

OUR VISION

Everyone in Washington, DC has good health, a stable home, family-sustaining income, and a hope-filled future.
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Dear Generous Friends,

With an abundance of joy, I am pleased to provide you with a deep look at the progress of Community of Hope’s mission, vision, and current strategic plan.

After three disruptive years of a pandemic, 2022 was an opportunity to begin to feel normal and to realize that, through all the challenges and opportunities we experienced, hope carries on. Beyond just advancing step by step, Community of Hope was able to advance hope in beautiful ways.

First, we saw the number of people served in our medical, dental, emotional wellness and care coordination programs surpass pre-pandemic levels. We are again increasing our capacity to ensure access to healthcare in communities that are still reeling from how the pandemic exposed inequity.

Second, we added new supports for single adults experiencing homelessness. Because of that and other program growth, we provided housing and supportive services to more households than ever before.

Third, we integrated and collaborated more than ever – especially through our resource navigation program, the Bellevue Family Success Center. Not only did that program provide more connections to resources than ever before but we added new innovations to deepen our care for patients and families in housing.

Finally, with delight, we hosted in-person gatherings including community events and our Night of Hope. I so enjoyed spending time with our community, having deep conversations, and dreaming together about how we can keep ensuring that everyone in our city has a hope-filled future.

Through each of the 17,500 (and more) people who walked through our doors; over 400 staff positions; over 400 volunteers; and over 1,100 individuals, foundations, and corporations who gave generously – I am reminded that HOPE carries on and cannot be stopped by any force.

With hope and joy,

Kelly Sweeney McShane
President and CEO

List as of April 2023

“Beyond just advancing step by step, Community of Hope was able to advance hope in beautiful ways.”

Mentor Taylor invests two outings a month in her mentee, exploring the city, talking about the future!
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For Yolanda, the toll of heart disease has led her to experience several heart attacks, each one taking a significant physical and emotional toll. However, with the help of a new healthcare provider and the support of therapists and patient navigators, she is able to make healthier decisions and live her life to the fullest.

“The moment I came to Community of Hope it felt familiar,” recalls Yolanda. Here, Yolanda connected with her nurse practitioner, Akite Daniel, who Yolanda credits for helping her get her health back on track and manage her illness.

Yolanda has had many medications over the years and admittedly forgets which one she took that day and which one she didn’t. She and Akite worked together on a plan to make it easier to manage and adhere to her daily medication regimen. Now also, Yolanda has a patient navigator who calls in-between visits to check on any needs that she may have.

As Yolanda started to work on her physical health, she was also referred to a counselor to work on emotional wellness. “What people don’t realize is when you go through devastating heart attacks, it starts to mess with your head,” says Yolanda. Through Akite, she got connected to her Community of Hope therapist, Renata Powell. “Miss Renata lets me cry, curse, and scream if I need, but I never have to worry about feeling judged or mistreated,” says Yolanda.

With the support of her new health community, Yolanda feels like she’s starting a new chapter in life.

“It makes a difference to have a doctor that genuinely cares about me, and I wouldn’t trade it for the world.”

Yolanda, patient
“Healthcare equity at Community of Hope is not just a moral imperative, it is a necessary foundation for creating safe and healthy communities where every individual has the opportunity to thrive.”

Dr. Alsan Bellard, Chief Medical Officer
Hope Heals
Improving Health

In 2022, Community of Hope ensured our patients had access to the highest quality, evidence-based healthcare. As a Federally Qualified Health Center, Community of Hope is a health home for our 14,400 patients at three health centers, community resource and partnership sites, or in homes through telehealth and a variety of home-based care.

- **Our Medical Services**

  Our patients rely on Community of Hope for routine and specialized health services to meet their needs.

  - **Primary Care**: sick and well visits for the whole family.
  - **Maternal Health Care**: comprehensive prenatal and postpartum care from midwives and family care providers; maternal fetal medicine; specialty care; care coordination, doula services, and group supports.
  - **Chronic Disease Care**: coordinated care and home-based visits for patients managing hypertension or diabetes. Check out page 8 to learn about our new Community Health Worker program.
  - **Sexual Health Care**: STI prevention, testing, and treatment as well as family planning and sexual health education for adolescents and adults.
  - **Refugee Health Services**: culturally competent care including health screenings, immunizations, health education, and social groups. Check out page 8 to learn more.
  - **Home Visiting**: 2Gen model for parents to navigate social and physical development milestones for their young children up to age 3 with connection to other resources.
  - **Pharmacy**: providing accessible and personalized care including same-day pick up and home delivery.
Increasing Healthy Smiles

At Community Hope, we go beyond medical care to serve our patients. In 2022, we continued to provide comprehensive dental care and emotional wellness services.

Comprehensive Dental Services

At two of our health centers, 3,359 patients of all ages accessed a full range of dental services including cleanings, x-rays, dentures, dental care plans, and more. These services are affordable for all members of the family regardless of insurance status.

At Community of Hope, we understand that consistent dental care is the gateway to good health, so we break down barriers to care.

Integration into Primary Care: across our three health centers, young children receive oral health assessments and fluoride treatment at their medical wellness exams.

Free Dental Care for Seniors: dental patients over the age of 65 can receive free, affordable preventative and restorative dental care. Read more about this program on page 8.

Emotional Wellness Services

The need for emotional wellness services has increased drastically over the past few years. At the end of 2022, we observed a 52% increase in the number of people served since before the pandemic. We’ve added more approaches and open intake days for patients and community members to access:

- Individual and Family Counseling for the whole family.
- Parent-Child Interaction Therapy encourages interaction between a parent and their child and builds parenting strategies and family bonds.
- School-Based Mental Health Care at two local elementary schools—adding a high school in 2023.
- Integrated Emotional Wellness Screenings and Services in routine medical care and in care for pregnant people.
- Substance Use Supports for people managing addiction to alcohol and drugs.

Deepening Emotional Wellbeing

Mentor Taylor invests two outings a month in her mentee, exploring the city, talking about the future!
Measuring Improved Health

Through the last few challenging years, Community of Hope has focused on providing high quality care to improve the health and wellbeing of our patients.

14,422 patients of all ages.

634 people received prenatal care.
(12% increase from 2021)

66,369 medical, dental, emotional wellness, and patient support visits.

4% increase from the number of patients served pre-pandemic.

IN 2022

67% of adult women were screened for cervical cancer.
(1% increase)

74% of hypertensive patients had controlled blood pressure.
(4% increase)

76% of diabetic patients has controlled A1C.
(1% increase)

10% of newborns had low birth weight.
(no change)

13% more dental visits over the previous year.

54% of patients engaged in therapy saw a reduction in depression symptoms.
(7% increase)

Last August we launched a pharmacy to provide low-cost and accessible prescriptions to patients across all our centers.
Innovating for Moms and Babies

▲ WIC’s Welcome Arrival!

We are excited to welcome the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) to Community of Hope. This program will provide lactation and nutrition supports to about 3,000 income-qualifying pregnant, postpartum, and breastfeeding women, infants, and children. We launched this program at Conway Health and Resource Center and the Family Health and Birth Center in March 2023 with plans to expand to a third location.

▲ After Baby is Here!

Last year, our extended postpartum care initiative, supported by the Rita and Alex Hillman Foundation, and being evaluated through a partnership with Georgetown University, began serving participants through midwifery-led home-based visits and Parent Cafés. The program utilizes individual and group supports for participants throughout the first year postpartum. Our goal is to provide high-quality postpartum education and health care without any sense of coercion around decisions related to infant feeding, birth control, and more. Implemented mainly by Black nurses and nurse midwives, this approach is culturally-aware and racially-congruent for the primarily Black moms and birthing people we serve.

Mentor Taylor invests two outings a month in her mentee, exploring the city, talking about the future!
Innovating for Chronic Disease, Dental, and Refugees

Community Health Workers at Home to End Chronic Disease

With the support of DC Health, we have launched a Community Health Worker initiative that will allow us to provide home-based health education and care management to select patients with hypertension and diabetes. Our community health workers support patients in their homes and in our centers, with the goal of improving patient care and health outcomes. By going to patients’ homes, community health workers will be able to build trust with patients, remove barriers to care, and connect them with resources.

Seniors Get Free Dental Care

With funding from DC Health, we are excited to have reinstated the Senior Dental program at Community of Hope, which was phased out during the pandemic. This program allows dental patients over the age of 65 to receive free, affordable preventative and restorative dental care, which is not covered by Medicare. Through this program, our goal is to serve 130 senior dental patients.

Refugees Thriving in Health and Emotional Wellness

Through our refugee health programs, we provide culturally responsive and linguistically appropriate, accessible health services to new refugees. We also offer compassionate care coordination and health education, including one-on-one sessions, as needed, for this population. This population has traveled very far and still faces a multitude of challenges to achieving stability. During this transition, we work to ensure that patients receive support that meets all their needs. We offer emotional wellness support at all visits and an Integrated Emotional Wellness Clinician performs intakes and connects clients to therapy as needed.
Hope Houses
Ending Family Homelessness

As we see the end of many pandemic economic policies, Community of Hope continues to serve an increasing number of families and individuals in our housing programs. Community of Hope offers a wide range of services—case management, youth-focused supports, mentoring, housing search, employment navigation, access to healthcare—all along the homelessness continuum of care.

Homelessness Prevention

Our homelessness prevention program supports families who will face homelessness within one to 30 days. Case managers partner with clients to develop housing stability plans. They also offer mediation services, support with finding apartments, and short-term financial assistance.

Temporary Shelter

For families experiencing homelessness, The Triumph provides safe, dignified housing for 50 families at a time for approximately 90 days. They have access to shelter, intensive case management, and children’s activities. We also offer Bridge Housing at Girard Street for single adults (read more on page 11).

Their Own Apartment

We have two long-term housing programs at Community of Hope: Rapid Re-housing which provides families with rental assistance and supportive services and Permanent Supportive Housing which offers long-term case management for families with children and single adults in apartments and site-based housing. These households receive long-term rental assistance and supports to help them stay stably housed, increase self-sufficiency, and strengthen family and community supports.
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Charting Housing Stability

- **1,427** households (15% increase from 2021) remained stably housed or exited to another positive, permanent housing destination.
- **4,179** people (7% increase)

**PREVENTION**
- **95%** of families did not enter shelter.

**RAPID REHOUSING**
- **99%** of families exiting the program remained stably housed.

**PERMANENT SUPPORTIVE HOUSING**
- **99%**

**TEMPORARY HOUSING**
- **85%** of families left The Triumph to a positive, permanent housing destination.
- **60%** of households left Girard Street to a positive, permanent housing destination.*

**OTHER OUTCOMES**
- **98%** of school-aged children in Community of Hope’s housing programs advanced to the next grade in school.
- **68** clients were pregnant and received resources and support through our Perinatal Care Coordination program.
- **7** high school graduates in housing started college or employment after graduation.

*Many exited to other shelters or transitional housing.
Innovating for Families and Individuals

Serving More People

In 2022, we served about 200 more households than ever before. Our Homelessness Prevention program, new Bridge program, and expanded permanent supports sprang into action to meet needs. We expect even more to come in 2023 with further expansions in both permanent housing and Bridge Housing programs.

Evictions and Prevention

The end of the pandemic’s eviction moratorium came in 2022. Right now thousands of cases are working through the DC court system. Our Homelessness Prevention team is ready to support families facing these difficult moments. They served a record-breaking 704 families last year with incredible outcomes.

Adding More Individuals

Last year, Community of Hope shifted our approach to address the critical needs for housing services for unaccompanied adults in Washington, DC. During 2022, we expanded our Permanent Supportive Housing for individuals experiencing chronic homelessness to now serve 29 people and we will keep adding more. The expansion to serving individuals has not only allowed us to serve new clients but has allowed clients to remain with Community of Hope even when their children grow up and move out.

Bridge at One Year In

In late 2021, Community of Hope launched a pilot of a Bridge Housing program to help adults to transition from living outside or in large shelters into their own apartments. Unlike our other programs, these individuals don’t have children and typically, they have next to no support system and other challenges. We connect them to our health programs and refer to other organizations to meet their needs. In 2022, we served 85 people and are currently preparing to re-open our Hope Apartments as a Bridge Housing program, also in partnership with the DC Department of Human Services and The Community Partnership.
Hope Resources
Ensuring Connection to Build Resiliency

At our Bellevue Family Success Center in Ward 8, we connect families with existing community and government resources so that they can address immediate concerns through one-time assistance or short-term case management for up to 90 days.

Serving a Growing Number of People

1,357 total people served in new and returning families.

Top Three Needs:
1. Housing
2. Food and Grocery
3. Employment Supports

1,357 gift cards dispersed, totaling $6,350, to address food security.

323 new households connected to care.

44 returning families developed care maps to identify their assets in navigating crises.

129
Hosting Engaging Events that Also Meet Needs

The Bellevue Family Success Center is community-led by an advisory council made up of Bellevue residents that guide its priorities. It offers intentional programming to connect community members to vital resources, empowering them to overcome challenges and achieve lasting success.

Programs include:

- Living the Protective Factors Lunch Chat
- Teen Nights, now weekly
- Let’s Get It: Employment & Housing Navigation
- Family Art Nights with Project Create

We gave out over 2,400 backpacks with school supplies to children in our community and our health and housing programs. Over 1,700 people attended our Back to School event, a partnership with our DC Public Library and Metropolitan Police Department.

A holiday-themed family game day in December was an opportunity to give out hundreds of toys, games, bicycles, and gift cards; get pictures with Santa; do art; and to strengthen family bonds.

Thanks to our friends at Amerigroup DC, AmeriHealth Caritas DC, MedStar Family Choice Plan, Amazon Housing Equity Fund, CareFirst Blue Cross Blue Shield, Bloomberg, The Carlyle Group, Consigli Construction, Grace Community Church, Greater First Baptist Church, HomeSavv, National Air Traffic Controllers Association, and Passion City Church for your events support.
“[The Family Success Center] helped me get back on my feet. It feels good to know I can call for help with my immediate needs, job coaching, or to talk about my dreams.”

Zlena, Family Success Center participant and patient
“After finding Community of Hope, my life began to change and is still changing.”

Ms. Sherry Williams, mom in our housing program and healthcare patient

Hope Celebrates

Community of Hope celebrated clients, volunteers, sponsors, and donors at our annual Night of Hope

What a joy to be Together Again for the first time in 3 years. We wholeheartedly appreciated the outpouring of support at our 2022 Night of Hope reception and the leadership of our 2022 Host Committee led by co-chairs, Ray and Jen Martz and Lisa and David Madden. The program, emceed by Jenn White of NPR and WAMU’s 1A show, featured the brave story of Sherry Williams and remarks by Kelly Sweeney McShane, President and CEO, inspiring everyone with the organization’s vision and impact. Thank you to our lead sponsor, Lockton and all who celebrated with us and helped raise $440,000 to increase access to quality healthcare and end family homelessness to make Washington, DC more equitable.
Hope Shares

Shouting Out Hope Givers

A. James and Alice B. Clark Foundation
Alexander & Margaret Stewart Trust
Amazon Housing Equity Fund
American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry
Andrew and Julie Klingenstein Family Fund, Inc
Association of American Medical Colleges
Bainum Family Foundation
David and Naomi Balto
Bernstein Management Corporation
Bezos Day One Families Fund
Richard and Eleanor Borchner
G. Thomas and Geraldine Borger

Capital One, N.A.
CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield
Charina Endowment Fund
Child and Family Services Administration
Naomi and Nehemiah Cohen Foundation
Community Housing Trust
Community Partnership for the Prevention of Homelessness
DC Department of Behavioral Health
DC Department of Human Services
DC Health
DC Health Benefits Exchange Authority

The J. Willard and Alice S. Marriott Foundation
Jane Bancroft Robinson Foundation
John G. and Jean R. Gosnell Foundation
Kini Fund
Jenna Kirkpatrick Howard and Adam Howard
Andrew and Julie Klingenstein
Lockton Cares
Lois and Richard England Family Foundation
Emily and Raj Madan
Lisa and David Madden
Jen and Ray Martz
MedStar Health Research Institute
Morris & Gwendolyn Cafritz Foundation
Amy Peck Abraham and Jesse Abraham
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Prince Charitable Trusts
RAD-AID International
The Rita and Alex Hillman Foundation
Rockefeller Foundation
Roland N. Karlen Foundation remembering Roland N. Karlen
Bruce Rosenblum and Lori Laitman Rosenblum
Schwab Charitable Fund
Share Fund
Shrensky Foundation Inc.
Surgo Ventures, Inc.
The T. Rowe Price Program for Charitable Giving
Rachelle Toman, MD and Kirsten Barrett, Ph.D
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
Unity Healthcare/Title X
Urban Institute
Caroline and Steve VanRoekel
William J. & Dorothy K. O’Neill Foundation

Delta Dental Community Care Foundation
Diane & Norman Bernstein Foundation
Direct Relief
Every Mother Counts
The Ferris Family Foundation
Fidelity Charitable Donor-Advised Fund
Adena and Michael Friedman
Gilead Sciences
The Greater Washington Community Foundation
Hearst Foundation
Joseph and Lynne Horning
Howard and Geraldine Polinger Family Foundation

Event Host or Sponsor
Sustainers of Hope give monthly donations.
Thanking Healers

Ace American Insurance Co
Amazon.com Services LLC
AmeriHealth Caritas District of Columbia
Maureen Andary honoring her clients
Peter A. Barrett and Katherine B. Epes
BDO
Birth Center Equity Fund
Stephen Blommer
Elizabeth Roberts Boyle and Alex Boyle
Abigail Burke
CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield
Kim Clendenin
Community Foundation of Greater Memphis
Judy Danish and Miles Greenbaum
The David M. Schwarz Architects, Inc.
The Dennis M. Barry Charitable Fund
Amy Dunbar and Theodore Hester
Fannie Mae Foundation
Linda D. Feldmann and Ramon de Castro
Fort Myer Construction Corporation
Foundation Source
Fund II Foundation
Gallup, Inc.
Alexandra Geary
Georges Lurcy Charitable & Educational Trust
Lisa Gold
The Green Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Catherine Green
Horning Family Foundation
Horning Management Co
Johns Hopkins Health Systems
JPMorgan Chase & Co.
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan of the Mid-Atlantic States, Inc.
The Kay Family Foundation, Inc.
Chris and Carole Kerns
David C. Kerns and Rebecca Scott
honoring Carole and Chris Kerns
Christopher and Emily O. Kimm
Lee and Alec Koch
KPMG
Judith and Charles Lyons
Mary Beth Manion Morell and Michael J. Morell
McAllister & Quinn
John P. McAllister and Ann McAllister
Melissa McGuire and Charles Andrew Miller
Mia Sutphin Foundation
New York Community Trust
The Northern Trust Charitable Giving Program
Oakes Management
Timothy and Cynthia O’Neill
OptumInsight Inc
Gail K. Paster remembering Howard G. Paster
Pebblebrook Hotel Trust
Beth Peters and Brad Fagg
The Pew Charitable Trusts
The PNC Financial Services Group
Catherine and Robert Poulin
Renaissance Charitable Foundation Inc
Resist, Inc.
The Scottish Rite Foundation of the District of Columbia
The Shafer Philanthropic Family Fund
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP

* Event Host or Sponsor  * Sustainers of Hope give monthly donations.

www.communityofhopedc.org/donate/sustainers-of-hope
Recognizing Home Builders and Family Strengtheners

Brett and Catherine Abbott
Ada Harris Maley Memorial Fund
Doreen M. Adger
Beniam Ado
Rose E. Alford
AllCare
Michelle Althuis
Alvin for Congress
American Gas Association
America’s Charities
Amerigroup District of Columbia
Cheryl Amyx and Michael Morehouse honoring Caty Paulin
Anonymous
Amber Anyanwu honoring her team
ARCLE Support Services
David and Deborah Astrove
Dayne and Myhoa Baird
Tabari M. Baker, Ph.D and DaJoie Baker, Ph.D
Bank of America Charitable Gift Fund
Bank of America Matching Gifts
Lorenzo Bared
Alfredo Benavides and Martha Moss-Benavides
Benny Homes, LLC
Ned and Jill Bicks
Aislinn Black
Jon and Ellen Bortz
Maria and Chris Bowers
Frank and Kathleen Boyd
Bradford Baimun Trust G
Lynn N. and John Brennan
Hillary Brill
Catherine Buell
Kenton L. and Susie Campbell
The Catalogue for Philanthropy, Greater Washington
Sean Cavanaugh
Charles Delmar Foundation
Children’s National Health System
Jennifer R. Chilton and Christoph Hundack
Gordon Chin
Christ Church Parish - Georgetown
City First Bank
CityBridge Foundation
Mary Clark
Charity Coffey Gribbin
Bruce Cohen and Jeanne Rossomme Cohen
Community House Church
William Cordes
Erik and Manal Corwin
Stephanie Couper
Leah Creiglow
Tom and Elissa Davidson
Robin and James Dean
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority - DC
Jim Del Vecchio, MD and Pamela Del Vecchio
Rose M. Donna
John Douglass honoring Chris and Carole Kerns
Ryan and Christina Duffy
Marian Dvorak
Christopher and Maria Earley
Denise and Geoffrey Eaton
Richard and Diana England
Facebook
Mary and Terry Fairbanks
Katie and Kieran Fallon
Erica Farhat
Feldesman Tucker Leifer Fidell LLP
Daniel Fine and Sarah Snyder
Linda J. Fisher
Maria Fisher and Charles Fendig
FJC Donor Advised Funds
Karin Flynn, Ph.D and John Flynn
Melanie and Rick Forstad
Forrester Construction Company
FreeWill
Alison Kiehl Friedman
Leonard Friedman, MD and Colleen Ryan
Leah M. and Mark Garrett
Leslie Gehring and Chris Bair
Global Charitable Richard Gluck
Sara Gray
William J. Hackett
Benjamin Harris and Christina Barry
Health Services for Children With Special Needs
Lindsey and David Heinemann
The Helaine and Ronald Mario Fund of Ayco Charitable Fdn.
Erin Henderson Moore and Kellen Moore
Basil W. and Anne Henderson
Jan and Jim Herring
Lydia J. Herz and Dan Felger
Derek Ho
Sean and Sharalyn Hoffman
Honigman
Robert and Susan Huey
Hunton Andrews Kurth LLP
Amanda B. and Kevin J. Jacobs
Darnell and David Jayne
Jerome A. and Deena L. Kaplan Family Foundation
Geraldine L. and Wilbert A. Johnson
Maryann Johnson and Ed Noonan
William C. Jones, Ph.D and Virginia R. Jones
KatzAbosch
Kathryn and Brad Keister
Ms. Emma Kent remembering her Granny
The Helaine and Ronald Mario Fund of Ayco Charitable Fdn.
Eric and Susanne Larsen
Mark and Lynnette Leach
Stephanie O. Leahey
Juliette Lehrman
Lenzner Family Foundation
Frank Liebermann
Nancy Liebermann and Joe Godles
Marissa and Colin Liebling
Naomi and Richard Lindahl
Leah Liszka and Michael Liszka
Annabelle and Cecil Lockhart remembering Harold Thompson
Catherine Lofgren
Brian Mack
Steven Magel
Helaine and Ronald Mario
David and Patricia Markey
Grace and Henry Masur honoring Kelly McShane and Connie Lierman
The Matz Family Foundation
Pat May
Lucy and Thaddeus McBride
John M. McCullough
Michael and Krista McGee
Cleopatra McGovern, MD
William and Carol McGrath
Patricia McGuire
Allan and Darina McKelvie
Amy McNamer and Jim Neill
Carolyn McShane
Suzanne C. and Gary Mead
MedStar Family Choice Plan, Inc.
Dipali Mehta and Mark Nelson
Appreciating Friends

Shirley G. Ali

American Endowment Foundation
Eileen Andary
Michal Avni
Geoffrey Bakker
Tommy and Carriellen Beaudreau
James and Linda Beers
Warren and Jeanne Bowie
Carin C. Brown
Richard and Judy Carfagno
Patricia Carter
Carla Cash
Molly Charles
Adam Chersler
Benjamin Clark
Dale Clayton-Morrison and Kent Morrison
Reed Collins
Otto Condon
Sarah Cormier
Kelsey Dean
Irina DeLeon
Jeffrey and Tamara Dierman
Alexis J. Dowdle
Erin Dozier
Julia Druhan
James B. Ellis and Margaret Brady
Anthony Epstein
Exelon Foundation
Matching Gifts Program
Anne and Thomas Falatko
Donald and Cathy Fogel
Laurel Fountain

Franklin Karibianjian & Law PLLC Fund
Martin Gellert
Georgetown University Medical Center
Katherine and Edward Gieter
Jonathan Greenberg
Nancy Hammond and Ken Hawes
Charles Hennessy and Nancy P. Cowdin
Martin and Sallie Holdrich
Allison Hughes and Arun Irvaty
Scott Jackson
Rachel Joseph
Gerald Klu
KP & Phoebe Tsolainos Foundation, Inc
Margaret Krause McCormick and Keith P. McCormick
Erica Kuhl
Lauren Kuhl
Kate Lawson-Hedger and Joseph Hedger
Robert Lazerow and Cabell Jonas-Lazerow
Stephanie Leonetti
Whitney Louchheim
Marci and David Lu
Beverly Lunsford, Ph.D.
Michele and Jeremy Lunsford
Susan Mathias and Michael Neifach
Leith McIndewar
Courtney and Hugh McMahon

Margaret McMullen
Sarah McNamer
Janet Meyers
Mary E. Miscally
Beverly and Rick Moreland
The Moton Family Foundation
Erin O’Connell
Delaney Parrish
Clyde Penn
Steve Pfleger
Patrice Pitts
Christina Poulin Gorga
Rachel and Adam Reese-Michel
Heather and Dan Reilly
Siu-Lin Robinson
Joseph Rothstein
Ryan Family Foundation
Heather M. Sand honoring her clients

Ruth Schickel

Mr. Michael Silberman
Yael Smiley, MD
Tamara Smith
Dana Spencer
Allan Stamler
Kevin Sweeney and Danielle Dienert Sweeney
Kathlyn and Kurt Taylor Gaubatz
Temple Sinai
The Carlyle Group
The Plasencia Group
Tessa Thompson, MD honoring James and Laura Thompson
Francine Vannicola
Ty Voyles
Victoria Wachino
Eileen Wiley
Dominique Young-Smith
Philip Yu
Victoria Q. and Harvey Zuckerman

Mentor Taylor invests two outings a month in her mentee, exploring the city, talking about the future!

For more details on our Sponsors and Hosts, please visit: www.communityofhopedc.org/donate/sustainers-of-hope
Acknowledging Partners, Faith-based Groups, and Other Significant Supporters

Bloc Burnaz MC + Benevolent Beautiez
Bloomberg L.P.
Consigli Construction
Crowell and Moring
Developing Families
DC Diaper Bank
DC Primary Care Association
DC Public Library Outreach Department
Dodie Brady and Global Harmony
   Through Personal Excellence
EAB
Edlavitch Jewish Community Center of
   Washington, DC
Michal Freedman
Friends Meeting of Washington

Generous team members at Home Snap donated backpacks stuffed with supplies for children in our housing programs and neighborhood.

George Washington University
   Physical Therapy Program
Goods For Good
Huntington Ingalls
Jaida Jackson
Kimberly Woods
Moton Family Foundation
National Air Traffic Controllers Association
Optum Services
Passion City Church

Patricia’s Helping Hands
Catherine and Robert Poulin
Gail Ruf
Temple Sinai
The Carlyle Group
The World Bank Group
Vaccines for Children
Vedder Price PC
Washington National Cathedral

Volunteers from Bloomberg Industry Group bring smiles at our Back to School event.

🌟 Event Host or Sponsor  🌟 Sustainers of Hope give monthly donations.
Hope Gets Involved
Inviting You to Give, Volunteer, and Spread the Word

Donate
Provide resources to improve health and end family homelessness to make Washington, DC more equitable.

- Visit communityofhopedc.org/donate to give hope – through a one-time donation or as monthly Sustainer of Hope – today!
- Double your impact by participating in your employer’s Workplace Giving Campaign or Corporate Match Gifts Program.
- Give to our Wish Lists. You’ll give families a fresh start by purchasing household items or baby supplies. Check out our lists at www.communityofhopedc.org/wishlist

Volunteer
Dedicate your talents and passions to support your DC neighbors.

- We welcome individuals, community, and corporate groups three nights a week at the Triumph, at monthly birthday parties, and through many opportunities. Please visit communityofhopedc.org/volunteer to learn more.
- Be a mentor for a youth between the ages of eight to sixteen. Your compassionate and committed presence for – at least – one year can make a difference in the life of a child or teen who has experienced homelessness. Learn more here communityofhopedc.org/mentor.

403 volunteers generously spent time investing in our clients and in improving lives with us.

Follow
Join us online and share the word! Visit our website at communityofhopedc.org to read updates and Stories of Hope, to subscribe to our Hope In Action e-newsletter, and like and follow our Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and LinkedIn.

Mentor Taylor invests two outings a month in her mentee, exploring the city, talking about the future!
MISSION
Community of Hope’s mission is to improve health and end family homelessness to make Washington, DC more equitable.

APPROACH AND VALUES
We care for families by providing direct services with a focus on prevention, healing, and wellness.

We improve lives by building on families’ strengths, honoring their choices, and taking a whole-family, multigenerational approach.

We lead and advocate for system change to address the effects of historical and current racial inequities on health outcomes and housing opportunities.

We embrace the diversity of our community, welcome all voices and perspectives, and treat everyone with respect, compassion, and integrity.

We strive for excellence in all that we do, implement evidence-based practices, measure our outcomes, and use this knowledge to continuously strengthen our work.

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
4 Atlantic Street, SW Washington, DC 20032
202.407.7747
development@cohdc.org
www.communityofhopedc.org

Facebook /communityofhopedc
Twitter /cohdc
Instagram /cohdc
LinkedIn /company/cohdc